Monthly Membership Meeting
Monday, May 10, 2021
12:15
Via Zoom Video Conferencing

New Members Division: 11:15 a.m.
NMD Topic: PERM/I-140 Strategies Part 1
Speaker: Jake Kanyusik, Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, P.C.
Agenda
Educational Presentation: Changes to the ETA-9141
Speakers: Bob White, Masuda, Funai, Eifert & Mitchell, Ltd.
I.
Educational presentation
a. AILA DOL Committee updates
i. Processing times for PERM and PWDs are bad
ii. PERMS are taking about 6 months
iii. PWDs are taking over 4 months
iv. They have been authorized to hire more staff who do have to be trained
v. They are now focused on improving prevailing wage processing time
1. They used to say goal was 90 days now goal is 120 days
2. They are at 130/5 days
vi. July 1 new prevailing wages will be rolled out for this fiscal year
vii. The big change is that OFLC will be rolling out 2018 SOC codes
1. You will have to look for new codes
viii. Proposed new forms
ix. A lot of the fields are being deleted – a lot of info from 9141 will be
pulled on to the 9089
b. 9141
i. Has been in the works 2 years
ii. For every prevailing wage before last Monday they wont be requesting
info which was not on the previous form
iii. BALCA makes quicker review of PWDs
iv. OFLC had a presentation available at www.dol.gov\agencies\eta\foreignlabor
1. In the middle of the update page
v. They will have the change implemented shortly about letting attorney
know about filing/RFI
vi. Other big change is the alternative requirements
vii. Added an appendix A which collects additional places of employment
viii. Wage source information

ix. DOL now wants you to put alternative requirements in the form in
another section now they just want duties now
x. If supervising work of others you have to include all of the occupations of
the people who will be supervise
xi. Minimum requirements
1. You don’t have much room
2. They are breaking out alternative requirements
- If position masters + 3 or bachelors +5
- This form now has that ability
3. They have a special section for alternative job requiremetns
- They don’t want you to duplicate information
- You may inadvertently increase prevailing wage if you do
4. All the travel/telecommuting info
xii. Determination form is now huge
1. You have to choose the highest prevailing wage issued on the
form
2. There will be multiple prevailing wages on the form
c. Let DOL committee once you start getting the new prevailing wages back
d. Strategies for alternate requirements where people rely on alternative
i. Have to restructure how you put this in
II.

New Business

a. 2021-2022 Exec Board Vote– Nell Barker
i. Unanimous ballot passed
ii. Slate from nominating committee passed
b. Bylaws Update – Nell Barker
i. AILA doc is in the agenda
ii. You should have gotten an email from Jeff Joseph
c. Committee Volunteer Requests – Katie Vannucci
i. Volunteer forms will be sent out today
ii. You should volunteer for updated program year
d. Chapter Membership Report
i. 734 members
e. Finance Committee Report – Eric Ledbetter
i. Good shape financially
ii. $156,000 in operating account
iii. Current fiscal year just ending we ended up in the negative

1. 37k shortfall due to disruption to MRC and moving the
conferences
iv. Board issued partnership grants of ~40,000 and an additional slate of
contributions of ~12,000
1. Organizations were in need and were important because of the
election
v. Contingent liabilities – 35000 both related to MRC
1. Contract we signed with hotel 27k cancellation fee
2. 7800 AV fee
3. We’re assuming these will be credited to our account next year
vi. Because of the contingent liabilities – finance committee recommends
holding off on partnership grants at this time
f. Ethics Conference – Elizabeth Rompf Buren
i. You should have received an email with the registration link
ii. May 21 830 – 1
iii. Good slate of speakers planned
g. Board of Governors Candidates – Various - https://eballot4.votenet.com/aila/login.cfm
i. Brittany Faith BOG Candidate
ii. Bfaith@gkhpc.com or my cell phone number is 423-602-0356 feel free to
call or text!
iii. Michael Jarecki BOG Candidate

III.

Committee Reports

a. Advocacy – Kelli Fennell
i. Advocacy Day went great
b. SOS – Olga Rojas and Christina Murdoch
i. Meeting with ILSOS was April 16
ii. Discussed status of automatic motor voter
1. Up and running only applies to people seeking REALID
iii. You have to actually opt out – they say that they are only doing it to
people who are showing proof of US citizenship or ability to be in the US
iv. Make sure that people opt out if they are not USC
v. Auto extensions has been extended until August 1, 2021
vi. Pilot project to schedule appointments for DL
vii. K-1s – can drive on international drivers license for first 90 days anyways
c. DD – Richard Hanus
i. No formal liaison engagement still

ii. Stakeholders meeting is still primary source of meeting
iii. There is still a line of communication for problems
iv. Infopass has been the big problem
d. Detained Services – Kendra Scheuerlein
i. Habeas training attended by over 50 people
ii. Its on the CVLS website free
iii. Plan on offering organized trainings
iv. Bond training scheduled for June 2 at 12:15
e. AIC Ambassadors – Jenny Ansay and Margaret O’Donoghue
i. Big project was 5th grade essay contest
f. CBP – Kathryn Weber
i. Last meeting was in January
ii. Minutes are attached to the agenda and were previously sent out
iii. Next liaison meeting is scheduled for June 25, submit questions by Friday
June 4
iv. If you submitted a request for an I94 correction in the end of april – you
may receive a reply that says if your client entered in a place other than
Chicago your request would be deleted
1. That automatic reply was deleted
2. Let them know if you see it
3. If you did get the automatic reply and did not get something then
resubmit your request
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Jacob A. Kanyusik - Ogletree Deakins

Jacob A. Kanyusik
Associate || Denver
*Currently licensed in Illinois only. Practice limited to federal
immigration law.
Jake Kanyusik practices immigration law in the Denver office of
Ogletree Deakins. He has extensive experience providing strategic
counsel to both corporate and individual clients on both employmentbased and family-based matters including non-immigrant and
immigrant visa matters including H-1Bs, TNs, E-1s, E-2s, E-3s, L-1s, O1s, PERM, EB-1s, National Interest Waivers, and Adjustment of Status.
Jake has represented clients across the board including large companies
in industries such as tech, healthcare, insurance, financial and banking,
commercial oil and gas, trucking and logistics, and consulting. He also
has experience working with small businesses and startups in various
industries, and with individual clients. He participates in various
American Immigration Lawyers Association Committees. He is
proficient in Hungarian and Japanese.
Practice Groups

+

Immigration

https://ogletree.com/people/jacob-a-kanyusik/
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CHICAGO OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL
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Office ofthe Principal Legal Advisor
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
500 12th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20536

U.S. Immigration
and Customs
Enforcement
May 27, 2021
MEMORANDUM FOR:

All OPLA Attorneys

FROM:

John D. Trasvifia
Principal Legal Advisor

SUBJECT:

JOHN D
TRASVINA

D ig itally signed by JOHN0

TRASVINA
Date: 202 1.05.27 07:04:1 9 -07'00'

Interim Guidance to OPLA Attorneys Regarding Civil
Immigration Enforcement and Removal Policies and Priorities

On January 20, 2021, President Biden issued Executive Order (EO) 13993, Revision of Civil
Immigration Enforcement Policies and Priorities, 86 Fed. Reg. 7051 (Jan. 20, 2021), which
articulated foundational values and priorities for the Administration with respect to the
enforcement of the civil immigration laws. On the same day, then-Acting Secretary of Homeland
Security David Pekoske issued a memorandum titled, Review ofand Interim Revision to Civil
Immigration Enforcement and Removal Policies and Priorities (Interim Memorandum).
The Interim Memorandum did four things. First, it directed a comprehensive Department of
Homeland Security (DHS or Department)-wide review of civil immigration enforcement
policies. Second, it established interim civil immigration enforcement priorities for the
Department. Third, it instituted a 100-day pause on certain removals pending the review. 1
Fourth, it rescinded several existing policy memoranda, including a prior U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) memorandum, as
inconsistent with EO 13993. 2 The Interim Memorandum further directed that ICE issue interim
guidance implementing the revised enforcement priorities and the removal pause.
On February 18, 2021, ICE Acting Director Tae D. Johnson issued ICE Directive No. 11090.1,
1
On January 26, 202 1, a federal district court issued a temporary restraining order (TRO) enjoining DHS and its
components from enforcing and implementing Section C ofthe interim Memorandum titled, Immediate JOO-Day
Pause on Removals. See Texas v. United States, --- F. Supp. 3d ---, 2021 WL 247877 (S.D. Tex. 2021); see also
Texas v. United States, 2021 WL 411441 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 8, 2021) (extending TRO to February 23, 2021). On
February 23, 2021 , the district court issued an order preliminarily enjoining DHS from "enforcing and implementing
the policies described in ... Section C." Texas v. United States, 2021 WL 723856 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 23, 2021). In
light of the expiration of the 100-day period described in Section C, that case has been dismissed as moot. Similarly,
in light ofthe preliminary injunction, and the fact that the 100-day period described in the Interim Memorandum has
now expired, this interim OPLA guidance does not implement Section C of the Interim Memorandum.

2 The

Interim Memorandum revoked, as inconsistent with EO 13993, the memorandum from former Principal Legal
Advisor Tracy Short, Guidance to OPLA Attorneys Regarding the Implementation ofthe President's Executive
Orders and the Secretary's Directives on Immigration Enforcement (Aug. 15, 2017). OPLA attorneys should no
longer apply that prior guidance.
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Interim Guidance: Civil Immigration Enforcement and Removal Priorities (Johnson
Memorandum). And, on May 27, 2021, Acting General Counsel Joseph B. Maher issued a
memorandum titled, Implementing Interim Civil Immigration Enforcement Policies and
Priorities (Maher Memorandum). In accordance with these memoranda, and pending the
outcome of the Secretary's review and any resulting policy guidance, I am providing this
additional interim direction to OPLA attorneys to guide them in appropriately executing the
Department's and ICE's interim enforcement and removal priorities and exercising prosecutorial
discretion.

Prosecutorial discretion is an indispensable feature of any functioning legal system. The exercise
of prosecutorial discretion, where appropriate, can preserve limited government resources,
achieve just and fair outcomes in individual cases, and advance the Department's mission of
administering and enforcing the immigration laws of the United States in a smart and sensible
way that promotes public confidence. In performing their duties, including through
implementation ofthis memorandum, OPLA attorneys should remain mindful that
"[i]mmigration enforcement obligations do not consist only of initiating and conducting prompt
proceedings that lead to removals at any cost. Rather, as has been said, the government wins
when justice is done." 3 As a result, they are both authorized by law and expected to exercise
discretion in accordance with the factors and considerations set forth in the Interim
Memorandum, the Johnson Memorandum, the Maher Memorandum, and in this guidance at all
stages of the enforcement process and at the earliest moment practicable in order to best
conserve prosecutorial resources and in recognition of the important interests at stake.

I.

Enforcement and Removal Priority Cases

The Johnson Memorandum identifies three categories of cases that are presumed to be
enforcement and removal priorities for ICE personnel. Subject to preapproval from supervisory
personnel, other civil immigration enforcement or removal actions also may be deemed
priorities. OPLA attorneys assigned to handle exclusion, deportation, and removal proceedings
are directed to prioritize agency resources consistent with those presumed priorities and other
matters approved as priorities under the Johnson Memorandum or by their Chief Counsel. The
presumed priority categories are:
1.

National Security. Noncitizens.4 who have engaged in or are suspected of

3 Matter ofS-M-J-, 2 1

l&N Dec. 722, 727 (BIA 1997) (en bane). In remarks delivered at the Second Annual
Conference of United States Attorneys more than 80 years ago, Attorney General Robert H. Jackson said, "[n]othing
better can come out of this meeting of law enforcement officers than a rededication to the spirit of fair play and
decency that should animate the federal prosecutor. Your positions are of such independence and importance that
while you are being diligent, strict, and vigorous in law enforcement you can also afford to be just Although the
government technically loses its case, it has really won ifjustice has been done." Robert H. Jackson, The Federal
Prosecutor, 24 J. AM. JUD. Soc'Y 18, 18-19 (1940).
4

Consistent with ICE guidance, this memorandum uses the word "noncitizen" to refer to individuals described in
section 10l(a)(3) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). See Memorandum from Tae Johnson, ICE Acting
Director, Updated Terminology for Communications and Materials (Apr. 19, 2021). OPLA attorneys should
familiarize themselves with this ICE guidance and use the appropriate terminology set forth therein when engaged in
outreach efforts, drafting internal documents, and communicating with stakeholders, partners, and the general
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ten-orism or espionage or terrorism-related or espionage-related activities,
or whose apprehension, arrest, or custody, is otherwise necessary to protect
the national security of the United States ..5
2.

Border Security. Noncitizens who were apprehended at the border or a
port of entry while attempting to unlawfully enter the United States on or
after November 1, 2020, or who were not physically present in the United
States before November 1, 2020.

3.

Public Safety. Noncitizens who have been convicted of an "aggravated
felony," as that term is defined in section 101(a)(43) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (INA), or who have been convicted of an offense for which
an element was active pa1ticipation in a criminal street gang, as defined in
18 U.S.C. § 52 l(a), or who are not younger than 16 years of age and
intentionally participated in an organized criminal gang or transnational
criminal organization to further the illegal activity of the gang or
transnational criminal organization; and are determined to pose a threat to
public safety. 6

Neither the presumed priorities nor the guidance regarding other priority cases subject to
preapproval are intended to require or prohibit taking or maintaining a civil immigration
enforcement or removal action against any individual noncitizen. Rather, OPLA attorneys are
expected to exercise their discretion thoughtfully, consistent with ICE's important national
security, border security, and public safety mission. Civil immigration enforcement and removal
efforts involving a noncitizen whose case fits within the three areas just listed are presumed to be
a j ustified allocation ofICE's limited resources. Enforcement and removal efforts may also be
justified in other cases, under appropriate circumstances. 7 Prioritization of finite agency

public. Formal legal terminology (e.g., "alien," "alienage") should continue to be used by OPLA attorneys when
appearing before judicial and quasi-judicial tribunals, and when quoting or citing to sources of legal authority or
other official documents like immigration forms.
5 For purposes of the national security presumed enforcement priority, the tenns "terrorism or espionage" and
"terrorism-related or espionage-related activities" should be applied consistent with (I) the definitions of"terrorist
activity" and "engage in terrorist activity" in section 212(a)(3)(B)(iii)-(iv) of the INA, and (2) the manner in which
the term "espionage" is generally applied in the immigration laws. In evaluating whether a noncitizen's
"apprehension, arrest, and/or custody, or removal is otherwise necessary to protect" national security, officers and
agents should determine whether a noncitizen poses a threat to United States sovereignty, territorial integrity,
national interests, or institutions. General criminal activity does not amount to a national security threat.
6

In evaluating whether a noncitizen currently "pose[s] a threat to public safety," consideration should be given to
the extensiveness, seriousness, and recency of the criminal activity, as well as to mitigating factors, including, but
not limited to, personal and family circumstances, health and medical factors, ties to the community, evidence of
rehabilitation, and whether the individual has potential immigration relief available. See Johnson Memorandum at 5.

7

As reflected in the Johnson Memorandum, F ield Office Director (FOD) or Special Agent in Charge (SAC)
approval is generally required in advance of civi l immigration enforcement or removal actions taken by ICE officers
and agents in cases other than presumed priority cases. Where exigent circumstances and public safety concerns
make it impracticable to obtain pre-approval for an at-large enforcement action (e.g., where a noncitizen poses an
imminent threat to life or an imminent substantial threat to property), approval should be requested within 24 hours
following the action. See Johnson Memorandum at 6.
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resources is a consideration in all civil immigration enforcement and removal decisions,
including but not limited to the following:
•

Deciding whether to issue a detainer, or whether to assume custody of a noncitizen
subject to a previously issued detainer;

•

Deciding whether to issue, reissue, serve, file, or cancel a Notice to Appear (NTA);

•

Deciding whether to focus resources only on administrative violations or conduct;

•

Deciding whether to stop, question, or arrest a noncitizen for an administrative violation
of the civil immigration laws;

•

Deciding whether to detain or release from custody subject to conditions or on the
individual's own recognizance;

•

Deciding whether to settle, dismiss, oppose or join in a motion on a case, narrow the
issues in dispute through stipulation, or pursue appeal in removal proceedings;

•

Deciding when and under what circumstances to execute final orders of removal; and

•

Decid ing whether to grant defe1Ted action or parole.

This non-exhaustive list of civil immigration enforcement and removal decisions identifies
opportunities at every stage of the process to ensure the most just, fair, and legally appropriate
outcome, whether that outcome is a grant of relief, an order of removal, or an exercise of
discretion that allows the noncitizen to pursue immigration benefits outside the context of
removal proceedings. This memorandum provides interim guidance regarding the following
enforcement decisions within OPLA's purview: filing or canceling an NTA; moving to
administratively close or continue proceedings; moving to dismiss proceedings; pursuing appeal;
joining in a motion to grant relief or to reopen or remand removal proceedings and entering
stipulations; and taking a position in bond proceedings, as discussed below ..8 While discretion
may be exercised at any stage of the process and changed circumstances for an individual denied
prosecutorial discretion at one stage may warrant reconsideration at a later stage, discretion
generally should be exercised at the earliest point possible, once relevant facts have been
established to properly inform the decision.

8

While resources should be allocated to the presumed priorities enumerated above, "nothing in [the Interim
M]emorandum prohibits the apprehension or detention of individuals unlawfully in the United States who are not
identified as priorities herein." Interim Memorandum at 3. See also Johnson Memorandum at 3 ("[J]t is vitally
important to note that the interim priorities do not require or prohibit the atTest, detention, or removal ofany
noncitizen."); Maher Memorandum at 3 ("Neither the presumed priorities nor the guidance regarding other priority
cases subject to preapproval are intended to require or pro hibit taking or maintaining a c ivil immigration
enforcement action against an individual noncitizen."). OPLA may dedicate its resources to pursuing enforcement
action against a noncitizen who does not fall into one of the presumed enforcement priorities where the FOD or SAC
has approved ta king enforcement action in the case, where the NT A-issuing agency has exercised its own discretion
to prioritize the noncitizen for enforcement under the Interim Memorandum, or where the Chief Counsel, in their
discretion, decides that OPLA resources sho uld be committed to the case.
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This memorandum is intended to provide guidance pending completion of the DHS-wide
comprehensive review of civil immigration enforcement and removal policies and practices
contemplated in the Interim Memorandum. To that end, additional guidance will be fo1thcoming.

II.

Prosecutorial Discretion

OPLA w ill continue to fulfill its statutory responsibility as DHS's representative before the
Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) with respect to exclusion, deportation, and
removal proceedings. See 6 U.S.C. § 252(c). In that capacity, prosecutorial discretion plays an
important role in OPLA's enforcement decision making. The following general guidance on
prosecutorial discretion should inform how OPLA attorneys apply the enforcement priorities of
DHS and ICE.
OPLA attorneys may exercise prosecutorial discretion in proceedings before EOIR, subject to
direction from their chain of command and applicable guidance from DHS. In exercising such
discretion, OPLA attorneys will adhere to the enduring principles that apply to all of their
activities: upholding the rule of law; discharging duties ethically in accordance with the law and
professional standards of conduct; following the guidelines and strategic directives of senior
leadership; and exercising considered judgment and doing justice in individual cases, consistent
with DHS and ICE priorities.
Prosecutorial discretion is the longstanding authority of an agency charged with enforcing the
law to decide where to focus its resources and whether or how to enforce, or not to enforce, the
law against an individual. In the context of OPLA's role in the administration and enforcement
of the immigration laws, prosecutorial discretion arises at different stages of the removal process,
takes different forms, and applies to a variety of determinations. As the Supreme Court explained
more than two decades ago when discussing the removal process, "[a]t each stage the Executive
has discretion to abandon the endeavor ....".9
OPLA's policy is to exercise prosecutorial discretion in a manner that furthers the security of the
Un ited States and the faithful and just execution of the immigration laws, consistent with DHS's
and ICE's enforcement and removal priorities. While prosecutorial discretion is not a formal
program or benefit offered by OPLA, OPLA attorneys are empowered to exercise prosecutorial
discretion in their assigned duties consistent with this guidance. Among other decisions, the
exercise of discretion also generally includes whether to assign an attorney to represent the
department in a particular case. See 8 C.F.R. § 1240.2(b) (creating expectation that DHS will
assign counsel to cases involving mental competency, noncitizen minors, and contested
removability, but that otherwise, "in his or her discretion, whenever he or she deems such
assignment necessary or advantageous, the General Counsel may assign a [DHS] attorney to any
other case at any stage of the proceeding") (emphasis added). OPLA Chief Counsel are permitted
to exercise this discretion on my behalf, in appropriate consultation with their chain of command.
In determining whether to exercise prosecutorial discretion, OPLA should consider relevant
aggravating and mitigating factors. Relevant mitigating factors may include a noncitizen' s length
9

Reno v. Am. -Arab Anti-Discrimination Comm., 525 U.S. 4 7 1, 483-84 ( 1999).
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of residence in the United States; service in the U.S. military; family or community ties in the
United States; circumstances of arrival in the United States and the manner of their entry; prior
immigration history; current immigration status (where lawful permanent resident (LPR) status
generally warrants greater consideration, but not to the exclusion of other noncitizens depending
on the totality of the circumstances); work history in the United States; pursuit or completion of
education in the United States; status as a victim, witness, or plaintiff in civil or criminal
proceedings; whether the individual has potential immigration relief available; contributions to
the community; and any compelling humanitarian factors, including poor health, age, pregnancy,
status as a child, or status as a primary caregiver of a seriously ill relative in the United States.
Relevant aggravating factors may include criminal history, participation in persecution or other
human rights violations, extensiveness and seriousness of prior immigration violations (e.g.,
noncompliance with conditions of release, prior illegal entries, removals by ICE), and fraud or
material misrepresentation. Where a criminal history exists, OPLA should consider the
extensiveness, seriousness, and recency of the criminal activity, as well as any indicia of
rehabilitation; extenuating circumstances involving the offense or conviction; the time and length
of sentence imposed and served, if any; the age of the noncitizen at the time the crime was
committed; the length of time since the offense or conviction occurred; and whether subsequent
criminal activity supports a determination that the noncitizen poses a threat to public safety.
These factors are not intended to be dispositive or exhaustive. Discretion shou ld be exercised on
a case-by-case basis considering the totality of the circumstances.
Requests for prosecutorial discretion may be made in accordance with the instructions provided
in Section IX of this guidance. Where a request for prosecutorial discretion is made, the OPLA
attorney handling the case must document that request in PLAnet, identifying the requester and
the substance of the request and uploading any supporting documentation consistent with
standard operating procedures (SOPs). 10 Based on my experience working with you over the past
few months, I believe strongly in the professionalism, legal skill, and judgment of OPLA's
attorneys, working through their supervisors to advise our clients and manage an enormous
workload with limited resources. I trust and expect that all OPLA field attorneys, under the
leadership of our Chief Counsel, will work strenuously to ensure the timely and appropriate
exercise of discretion in meritorious removal cases. That being said, given the tremendous
importance of achieving just and correct outcomes on these issues, it is entirely pe1missible for
any OPLA attorney to raise prosecutorial discretion decisions through their chain of command to
OPLA headquaiters (HQ) for additional review or discussion.
Appropriate exercises of prosecutorial discretion are in the mutual interest of both the person
benefitting from the exercise of discretion and the government itself. This mutual interest is no
less significant because a noncitizen does not affirmatively request prosecutorial discretion. In
the absence of an affirmative request for prosecutorial discretion by a noncitizen or a
noncitizen's representative, OPLA attorneys should nonetheless examine the cases to which they
are assigned to determine independently whether a favorable exercise of discretion may be
10

If the case involves classified information, the OPLA attorney must transmit such information only in accordance
with the DHS Office of the Chief Security Officer Publication, Safeguarding Classified & Sensitive But Unclassified
Information Reference Pamphlet (Feb. 2012, or as updated), and all other applicable policies governing the handling
ofclassified information.
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appropriate. This affirmative duty to evaluate assigned cases is central to an OPLA attorney's
job. Chief Counsel should include in their local SOPs ways to address these cases including how
OPLA attorneys should document their affirmative consideration ofprosecutorial discretion in
PLAnet.

III.

Notices to Appear

When a legally sufficient, appropriately documented NTA has been issued by a DHS component
consistent with the component's issuing and enforcement guidelines, 11 it will generally be filed
with the immigration court and proceedings litigated to completion unless the Chief Counsel
exercises prosecutorial discretion based on their assessment of the case. 12 As prosecutorial
discretion is expected to be exercised at all stages of the enforcement process and at the earliest
moment practicable, it may be appropriate for the Chief Counsel to conclude that a legally
sufficient, a ro riatel documented administrative immi ration case warrants non-filin of an
NTA_ (b)(S)
(b)(5)

(b)(S)
Where an NTA is issued but not filed with the immigration court pursuant
to this section, OPLA should document the reasoning for this position in PLAnet and the OPLA
Field Location should work with its local Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) Field
Office to cancel the NTA and inform the noncitizen of the cancellation. 13

IV.

Administrative Closure and Continuance of Proceedings

In the past, OPLA had broad authority to exercise prosecutorial discretion by agreeing to
administrative closure of cases by EOIR. However, due to conflicting court of appeals decisions
11

This includes NTAs submitted to OPLA by ICE operational components as well as U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) and U .S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) for review. "Appropriately
documented" in this context means that, in OPLA's litigation judgment, sufficient information has been provided by
the NTA-issuing component to carry any DHS burden of proof. See INA§ 240(c), 8 C.F.R. § 1240.8.
12

Separate and apart from the enforcement priority framework outlined in the Interim Memorandum and Johnson
Memorandum, certain noncitizens have an established right to be placed into removal proceedings. See, e.g., 8
C.F.R. §§ 208. l4(c)(l) (requiring referral for removal proceedings ofa removable noncitizen whose affirmative
asylum application is not granted by USCIS); 216.4(d)(2) (requiring NTA issuance to noncitizen whose joint
petition to remove conditional basis ofLPR status is denied by USCIS); 216.S(f) (same; USCIS denial of application
for waiver of the joint petition requirement). In other cases, USCIS may issue an NT A on a discretionary basis to a
noncitizen who wishes to pursue immigration benefits before the immigration court. Although such cases do not fall
within the priority framework, absent an affirmative request by the noncitizen prior to the merits hearing for the
favorable exercise of prosecutorial discretion to dismiss removal proceedings, OPLA attorneys should generally
litigate them to completion. If such noncitizens are ordered removed, requests for prosecutorial discretion would
then most properly be made to ERO for evaluation in accordance with the Department's and ICE's stated priorities.
13

T he NTA cancellation regulation vests immigration officers who have the authority to issue NTAs with the
authority to also cancel them. 8 C.F.R. § 239.2(a). T he regulation expresses a preference for certain NTAs to be
cancelled by the same officer who issued them " unless it is impracticable" to do so. Id. § 239.2(b). Given the
enormous size ofthe EOIR docket, current OPLA staffing levels, and complexities associated with routing any
significant number ofNTAs back to specific issuing officers stationed around the country, it would be impracticable
to require OPLA attorneys to do so. By contrast, the local ERO Field Offices with which OPLA Field Locations
routinely interact are well suited to assist with this function promptly and efficiently.
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on the validity of Matter ofCastro-Tum, 27 I&N Dec. 271 (A.G. 2018) (limiting administrative
closure by EOIR adjudicators to circumstances where a previous regulation or judicially
approved settlement expressly authorizes such an action), the availability of administrative
closure as a form of prosecutorial discretion for ICE and a tool of docket management for EOIR
is limited in certain jurisdictions for certain types of cases. 14 Nevertheless, OPLA retains
authority to handle pending cases on EOIR's docket by deciding whether to agree to a
continuance for "good cause shown" under 8 C.F.R. § 1003.29, see also Matter ofL-A-B-R-,
I&N Dec. 405 (A.G. 2018) (interpreting this regulation), and whether to seek, oppose, or join in
a motion for dismissal of proceedings pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 1239.2(c).
The presumed priorities outlined above will be a significant factor informing the position that
OPLA attorneys take in response to continuance motions made by noncitizens in removal
proceedings. Indeed, given the comprehensive review of immigration enforcement and removal
policies and practices directed by Section A of the Interim Memorandum, OPLA attorneys are
authorized to take the general position that "good cause" exists in cases in which noncitizens
who fall outside the presumed priorities seek to have their cases continued to await the outcome
of that comprehensive review. 15 Continuing cases in these circumstances may conserve OPLA
resources in cases where the ultimate arrest, detention, and removal of a noncitizen are unlikely.
Accordingly, while immigration judges (Us) will make case-by-case assessments whether
continuance motions are supported by "good cause shown" under 8 C.F.R. § 1003.29, and OPLA
attorneys should assess each continuance motion on its own terms, in the absence of serious
aggravating factors, the fact that a noncitizen is not a presumed priority should weigh heavily in
favor of not opposing the noncitizen's motion. Before opposing a continuance in such cases,
OPLA attorneys should confer with their supervisors. The reason for opposing the motion should
also be documented in PLAnet.

V.

Dismissal of Proceedings

With approximately 1.3 million cases on the immigration courts' dockets nationwide, and the
varied procedural postures of such cases, including many set for future merits hearings on re.lief
or protection from removal, OPLA will cover, at a later date and in a comprehensive fashion,
how to address the potential dismissal of proceedings consistent with its limited resources and
DHS and ICE guidance. The size of the court backlog and extraordinary delays in completing
cases impede the interests ofjustice for both the government and respondents alike and
undermine public confidence in this important pillar of the administration of the nation's

14
Compare Hernandez-Serrano v. Barr, 981 F.3d 459 (6th Cir. 2020) (agreeing with Castro-Tum), with Arcos
Sanchez, 2021 WL I 774965, --- F.3d --- (3d Cir. 2021) (rejecting Castro-Tum and finding that EOIR regulations
giving broad case management authority to its adjudicators includes administrative closure authority), Meza Morales
v. Barr, 973 F.3d 656 (7th Cir. 2020) (Coney Barrett, J.) (same), and Romero v. Barr, 937 F.3d 282 (4th Cir. 2019)
(same). Notwithstanding this variation in circuit law, administrative closure remains available under Castro-Tum for
T and V nonimmigrant visa applicants. See 8 C.F.R. §§ I 214.2(a) (expressly allowing for administrative closure for
noncitizens seeking to apply for T non immigrant status), 1214.3 (same; V nonimmigrant status).

15

This does not imply that " good cause" cannot exist in cases of noncitizens who fall into the presumed priority
categories or are otherwise a civil immigration enforcement or removal priority. OPLA attorneys retain discretion to,
as appropriate, agree to continuances in such cases.
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immigration laws. In advance of future guidance, cases that generally will merit dismissal in the
absence of serious aggravating factors include:

I . Military Service Members or Immediate Relatives Thereof 16
A favorable exercise of prosecutorial discretion (i.e., concurrence with or non-opposition to a
motion for dismissal of proceedings without prejudice) generally will be appropriate if a
noncitizen or immediate relative is a current or former member (honorably discharged) of the
Armed Forces, including the U.S. Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, and
Space Force, or a member of a reserve component of the Anned Forces or National Guard,
particularly if the individual may qualify for U.S. citizenship under sections 328 or 329 of the
INA._11

2. Individuals Likely to be Granted Temporary or Permanent Relief
When a noncitizen has a viable avenue available to regularize their immigration status outside of
removal proceedings, whether through temporary or pennanent relief, it generally will be
appropriate to move to dismiss such proceedings without prejudice so that the noncitizen can
pursue that relief before the appropriate adjudicatory body. 18 This may be appropriate where, for
instance, the noncitizen is the beneficiary of an approved Form 1-130, Petition for Alien Relative,
and appears prima facie eligible for either adjustment of status under INA section 245 or an
immigrant visa through consular processing abroad, including in conjunction with a provisional
waiver of unlawful presence under 8 C.F .R. § 212.7(e ), immediately or in the near future;
appears prima facie eligible to register for Temporary Protected Status (TPS);.19 or is a child who
appears prima facie eligible to pursue special immigrant juvenile status under INA section
101(a)(27) and 8 C.F.R. § 204.11. In such a circumstance, the exercise of prosecutorial discretion
itself can help to promote the integrity of our immigration system by enhancing the ability of
certain noncitizens to come into compliance with our immigration laws.

3. Compelling Humanitarian Factors
The favorable exercise of prosecutorial discretion- including agreeing to dismissal of
proceedings without prejudice-generally will be appropriate when compelling humanitarian
factors become apparent during NTA review or litigation of the case. While some factors will
weigh more heavily than others, this can include cases where, for instance, the noncitizen has a
serious health condition, is elderly, pregnant, o r a minor; is the primary caregiver to, or has an
16

See Email from Kenneth Padilla, DPLA, Field Legal Operations, to all OPLA attorneys, Refresher Guidance
Regarding United States Veterans and Military Service Members in Removal (Nov. 18, 2019).
17

Relatedly, OPLA attorneys must continue to follow ICE guidance related to the evaluation of claims to U.S.
citizenship. See ICE Directive 16001 .2, Investigating the Potential U S. Citizenship ofIndividuals Encountered by
ICE (Nov. 10, 20 15).
18

DHS regulations expressly contemplate joint motions to tenninate removal proceedings in appropriate cases in
which the noncitizen is seeking to apply for U nonimmigrant status. See 8 C.F.R. § 214.14(c)(I)(i).
19
Stipulation to TPS in such cases may also be an option, in the exercise of discretion. Cf Matter ofD -A-C-, 27
I&N. Dec. 575 (BIA 20 I9) (discussing discretionary authority of IJs to grant TPS); Section VII, infra.
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immediate family or household member who is, known to be suffering from serious physical or
mental illness; is a victim of domestic violence, human trafficking, or other serious crime;.20
came to the United States as a young child and has since lived in the United States continuously;
or is party to significant collateral civil litigation (e.g., family court proceedings, non-frivolous
civil rights or labor claims).

4. Significant Law Enforcement or Other Governmental Interest
Where a noncitizen is a cooperating witness or confidential informant or is otherwise
significantly assisting state or federal law enforcement, it may be appropriate in certain cases to
agree to the dismissal ofproceedings without prejudice. "Law enforcement" in this context
includes not only conventional criminal law enforcement, but also enforcement of labor and civil
rights laws. In exercising discretion related to law enforcement equities, OPLA attorneys should
be guided by the perspectives of the relevant investigating agency components (e.g., the Office
of Inspector General, Office for Civil Rights and Civil Libe1ties, Depa1tment of Justice
Immigrant and Employee Rights Section, Department of Labor, National Labor Relations Board,
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, other federal agencies, ERO, Homeland Security
Investigations, and any relevant state counterparts). Additionally, such law enforcement entities
may have tools at their disposal that OPLA does not, including stays of removal, deferred action,
T and U nonimmigrant status law enforcement certification, and requests for S nonimmigrant
classification. In any event, national security, border security, and public safety are paramount in
deciding whether to continue litigating removal proceedings.

5. Long-Term Lawful Permanent Residents
A favorable exercise of prosecutorial discretion should also be considered for LPRs who have
resided in the United States for many years, paiticularly when they acquired their LPR status at a
young age and have demonstrated close family and community ties. Dismissal of such cases that
do not present serious aggravating factors will allow the noncitizen to maintain a lawful
immigration status and conserve finite government resources.
When OPLA agrees to dismissal of removal proceedings as an exercise of prosecutorial
discretion in the categories above, the reasoning for this position should be recorded in PLAnet.

VI.

Pursuing Appeal

In our immigration system, DHS initiates removal proceedings while IJs and the Board of
Immigration Appeals (BIA) exercise the Attorney General's delegated authority to adjudicate
issues of removability and relief and protection from removal. OPLA attorneys continue to
possess the discretion to take legally viable appeals of IJ decisions and make appropriate legal
arguments in response to noncitizen appeals and motions ..2 1 Appellate advocacy should generally
20

See generally ICE Directive No. 10076.1, Prosecutorial Discretion: Certain Victims, Witnesses, and Plaintiffs
(June 17,2011).
21
OPLA headquarters divisions should continue to coordinate with impacted DHS Office of the General Counsel
(OGC) headquarters and component counsel offices when preparing briefs and motions in significant litigation.
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focus on priority cases- national security, border security, and public safety. Of course, other
considerations, such as significant aggravating and mitigating factors and the need to seek clarity
on an important legal issue, are appropriate for OPLA attorneys to take into account, consistent
with direction from their respective Chief Counsel.
Consistent with any local guidance issued by their respective Chief Counsel,.22 OPLA attorneys
may waive appeal in a case that is not a priority. OPLA attorneys may also decl ine to appeal
where there is little likelihood of success before the BIA. While OPLA attorneys may reserve
appeal to ensure the articulation of a fully reasoned decision by an IJ to help inform whether the
appeal should ultimately be perfected, OPLA attorneys may also waive appeal, where
appropriate, in the interest ofjudicial efficiency and in recognition of limited resources.
OPLA Field Locations generally coordinate appellate advocacy before the BIA with the
Immigration Law and Practice Division (ILPD) ..23 OPLA Field Locations and ILPD should
continue to work together, along with any other relevant OPLA HQ divisions, to craft strong and
nationally consistent appellate work product. Again, in committing OPLA resources to
perfecting appeal and drafting appellate pleadings, Field Locations and ILPD should focus their
efforts on presumed priority cases. Furthermore, to ensure efficiency in litigation, OPLA
attorneys should generally limit briefin g schedule extension requests before the BIA and should
not request briefing extensions in detained matters without prior approval from a supervisor.
However, it is permissible to agree to briefing extension requests filed by non-detained
noncitizens whose cases are not presumed priorities.

VII.

Joining in Motions for Relief and Motions to Reopen and Entering
Stipulations

In order to conserve resources and expedite resolution of a case- as well as where doing so
would fu lfill the duty to do justice and achieve the best outcome- OPLA attorneys have the
discretion to join motions for relief (oral or written), consistent with any local guidance issued by
their respective Chief Counsel. An OPLA attorney should be satisfied that the noncitizen
qualifies for the relief sought under law and merits relief as a matter of discretion or qualifies

22 Chief Counsel should review existing local practice guidance to ensure that it confonns to current interim
enforcement priorities and amend such guidance where necessary. Similarly, any new local practice guidance should
conform to this memorandum and the presumed priorities.
23

See Gwendolyn Keyes Fleming, Promoting Excellence in OPLA 's Advocacy Before the Board ofimmigration
te.,..,,,,._ _,
Appeals (Feb. 22, 2016); Email Message from Kenneth Padilla and Adam Loiacono, Final Rule - Appella...,,,
Procedures and Decisional Finality in Immif!ration Proceedinf!s; Administrative Closure (Jan. 22, 2021 ).l(b)(S)
b)(S)

IFurther,
specia l procedures apply in the context of national security and human rights violator cases. See Email Message
from Rjah Ramlogan, OPLA Supplemental Guidance on the Proper Handling ofNational Security and Human
Rights Violator Cases (May 28, 2015), as supplemented and modified by OPLA Memorandum, Proper Handling of
OPLA National Security (NS) Cases (May 21, 2015) and OPLA Memorandum, Proper Handling ofOPLA Human
Rights Violator (HR V) Cases (May 2 I, 20 I5).

(b)(S)
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under law for protection from removal when agreeing to such motions..24 Such decisions to join
in motions should be made in a manner that facilitates the efficient operation of OPLA Field
Locations in immigration court. The same applies with respect to narrowing disputed issues
through stipulation in order to promote fair and efficient proceedings.
OPLA intends to address in future. guidance when to join in motions to reopen cases with final
removal orders. In the meantime, OPLA should continue addressing requests for joint motions to
reopen on a case-by-case basis, giving favorable consideration to cases that are not priorities and
where dismissal would be considered under Section V, supra.

VIII. Bond Proceedings
OPLA attorneys appearing before EOIR in bond proceedings must follow binding federal and
administrative case law regarding the standards for custody redeterminations. 25 OPLA attorneys
should also make appropriate legal and factual arguments to ensure that DHS's interests,
enforcement priorities, and custody authority are defended. In particular, in bond proceedings
OPLA attorneys should give due regard to custody determinations made by an authorized
immigration officer pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 236. l(c)(8), while not relinquishing the OPLA
attorney's own responsibility to consider and appropriately apply the factors and considerations
set forth in the Interim Memorandum, the Johnson Memorandum, the Maher Memorandum, and
this guidance. Where a noncitizen produces new information that credibly mitigates flight risk or
danger concerns, OPLA attorneys have discretion to agree or stipulate to a bond amount or other
conditions of release with a noncitizen or their representative, and to waive appeal of an IJ's
order redetermining the conditions of release in such cases ..26

24

See, e.g., INA §§ 208 (asylum), 240A(a) (cancellation of removal for certain pennanent residents), 240A(b)
(cancellation of removal and adjustment of status for certain nonpermanent residents), 240B (voluntary departure),
245 (adjustment of status), 249 (registry). Additionally, OPLA attorneys represent DHS in cases where noncitizens
apply for withholding of removal under INA section 241 (b)(3) and protection under the regulations implementing
U.S. obligations under Article 3 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (CAT). See, e.g. , 8 C.F.R. §§ 1208.16-.18. Withholding and CAT protection both impose
significant burdens of proof (i.e., qualifying mistreatment must be "more likely than not" to occur). When a
noncitizen moves to reopen their proceedings to pursue such non-discretionary protection, and the motion is
supported by evidence that strongly suggests the noncitizen will be able to meet their burden, OPLA attorneys
should ordinarily not oppose reopening and can also consider joining in such motions, as resources permit
25

See, e.g., Matter ofR-A-V-P-, 27 l&N Dec. 803, 804-05 (BIA 2020) (as sessing whether respondent had met
burden to demonstrate that he did not pose a risk of flight in INA section 236(a) discretionary detention case);
Matter ofSiniausl«is, 27 I&N Dec. 207 (BIA 2018) (addressing interplay between flight risk and dangerousness
considerations in INA section 236(a) discretionary detention case involving recidivist drunk driver); Matter of
Kotliar, 24 l&N Dec. 124 (BIA 2007) ( discussing general parameters of INA section 236(c) mandatory detention).
26

DHS and EOIR regulations recognize that, as a prerequisite for even being considered for discretionary release by
an ICE officer under INA section 236(a), a noncitizen "must demonstrate to the satisfaction ofthe officer that such
release would not pose a danger to property or persons, and that the [noncitizen] is likely to appear for any future
proceeding." 8 C.F.R. §§ 236.1 (c)(8), 1236. l(c)(S) (emphasis added). Additionally, prior to agreeing to non
monetary conditions of release, OPLA attorneys should consult with their local ERO Field Offices to ensure that
such conditions are practicable (e.g., GPS monitoring, travel restrictions).
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IJ custody redetermination decisions that are factually or legally erroneous are subject to appeal
to the BIA. Decisions on whether to appeal or to continue to prosecute an appeal should be
guided by the presumed priorities and the sound use of finite resources. See Section VI, supra. It
may also be appropriate for an OPLA Field Location to seek a discretionary or automatic stay
under 8 C.F.R. § 1003. l 9(i) in conjunction with a DHS bond appeal, particularly where issues of
public safety are implicated. OPLA Field Locations should work closely with ILPD and other
relevant OPLA HQ divisions to identify instances where use of this authority may be
warranted..27

IX.

Responding to Inquiries

Each OPLA Field Location should maintain email inboxes dedicated to receiving inquiries
related to this memorandum, including requests for OPLA to favorably exercise its discretion,
and socialize the existence and use of these mailboxes with their respective local immigration
bars including non-governmental organizations assisting or representing noncitizens before
EOIR. OPLA Field Locations and sub-offices should strive to be as responsive to such
inquiries as resources permit.

X.

Oversight and Monitoring

This memorandum serves as interim guidance, and OPLA's experience operating under this
guidance will inform the development of subsequent guidance aligning with the outcome of
the comprehensive review directed by the Interim Memorandum. It is therefore critical that
prosecutorial discretion decision-making information be promptly and accurately documented
in PLAnet and that SOPs be implemented to ensure consistent PLAnet recordkeeping. Field
Legal Operations (FLO) should issue such SOPs within two weeks of this memorandum.
FLO's regular review of PLAnet and the SOPs will form the basis of recommendations on
process improvements, if and as necessary.

Official Use Disclaimer
This memorandum, which may contain legally privileged information, is intended For Official
Use Only. It is intended solely to provide internal direction to OPLA attorneys and staff
regarding the implementation of Executive Orders and DHS guidance. It is not intended to, does
not, and may not be relied upon to create or confer any right or benefit, substantive or
procedural, enforceable at law or equity by any individual or other party, including in removal
proceedings or other litigation involving DHS, ICE, or the United States, or in any other form or
manner whatsoever. Likewise, this guidance does not and is not intended to place any limitations
on DHS's otherwise lawful enforcement of the immigration laws or DHS's litigation
prerogatives.

27

Existing OPLA guidance on automatic and discretionary stays remains in effect. See, e.g., Barry O'Melinn,
Revised Procedures for Automatic Stay ofCustody Decisions by Immigration Judges (Oct. 26, 2006).
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Minutes from AILA-CBP Liaison Meeting
Meeting on January 29, 2021
AILA CBP liaison committee members in attendance:
Mercedes Badia-Tavas
Nell Barker
Nicholas Coenen
Kristen Harris
Maria Kallmeyer
Jacqueline Lentini McCullough
Kathryn Weber
CBP Personnel
1. Have there been any personnel changes of senior management at the Chicago Ports
of Entry? Have there been any significant changes in these assignments?
See updated in red below.
CBP Officers at Chicago Field Office
Robert White, Director of Field Operations (12 state region) (retired; new Director not
yet appointed)
Steven T. Artino, Assistant Director (Border Security), Chicago Field Office
Brett Sturgeon, Admissibility and Passenger Programs Manager, Chicago Field Office
CBP Officers at Ports of Entry
O’Hare Airport
Shane Campbell, Area Port Director
Michael Pfeiffer, Assistant Area Port Director (Passenger Operations)
Hans Leiterman, Assistant Port Director, Tactical Operations
Patrick Salgado, Chief Officer – Secondary Inspection (Admissibility)
Issac Thomas, Chief Officer – Secondary Inspection (Admissibility) (now at Deferred
Inspections)
Robert Harris, Acting Chief of Border Security
Gwen Flowers, Chief Officer (now at Midway)
Jeffrey Toland, Chief Officer, Deferred Inspection
Brian Bell, Watch Commander
Brian Henke, Watch Commander (now at Field Office)
Jaime Gray, Watch Commander
1

Damian Montes, Watch Commander
Marcos Jones, Chief Officer
Timothy Borden, Chief Officer
Ralph Picarilli, Watch Commander
Sean Gillis, Supervisor
Phillip Rodriguez, Overnight Supervisor
Tamika Craig, Overnight Supervisor
Juan C. Rodriguez, Professionalism Service Manager
Midway Airport
Joseph Chavez, Chief
Gwen Flowers, Chief
Florian Moran, Supervisor
Tommy Miller, Agriculture Supervisor
Deferred Inspection
Michael Lambermont, Supervisor
Isaac Thomas, Chief
Communication Protocols
2. Please confirm that the following communication protocols remain accurate and
updated.
Confirmed. See updates in red below.
Passenger Issues at O’Hare
For an inquiry regarding a passenger currently at Terminal 5, please call first, asking to
speak to an “SIU Supervisor on Duty,” with the option of escalating to the Watch
Commander.
•
•
•
•

Terminal 5 CBP office, 773-686-2800 and ask for Supervisor on duty at SIU/Watch
Commander.
ChicagoWatchCommander@cbp.dhs.gov.
Note: Watch Commanders are not on duty 24/7. Emails or calls outside of normal
business hours will not be answered immediately.
Attorneys can email the Watch Commander regarding issues with passengers
arriving in the near future. That is an appropriate use of the e-mail address.

2

Deferred Inspection
SCBPO Michael Lambermont (MICHAEL.B.LAMBERMONT@CBP.DHS.GOV) is the
supervisor at Deferred Inspection. The contact information is:
536 S. Clark Street, Suite 1035
Chicago, Illinois 60605
Phone #: 312-886-3356
Fax #: 312-886-3363
Hours are 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m., Monday - Friday.
I-94 correction issues
a. I-94 correction email: i94chi@cbp.dhs.gov (Please attach your G-28, client
passport biographic page, visa, admission stamp, I-94 record, and any other
relevant documents), or appear in person at Chicago Deferred Inspections.
b. After 48 business hours, you can follow up with SCBPO Michael Lambermont
(MICHAEL.B.LAMBERMONT@CBP.DHS.GOV).
c. If the issue is not resolved, please contact Chief Officer Isaac Thomas
Isaac.Thomas@cbp.dhs.gov.
General Policy Inquiry or Midway Specific Issue
If you have a general CBP policy inquiry for the local port, please contact Chief Joseph
Chavez, he is our primary liaison.
You can also reach out to Chief Officer Gwen Flowers for any Midway specific issues.
Chief CBP Officer Gwen Flowers
Midway International Airport
Phone: 312-296-6691
Gwen.D.Flowers@cbp.dhs.gov
Allegations of Unprofessional Conduct by CBP
Juan C. Rodriguez, Professionalism Service Manager, Juan.C.Rodriguez@cbp.dhs.gov
Follow-up
If you have not received a reasonable response on any of the above types of inquiries,
please contact Assistant Area Port Director Michael Pfeiffer at
Michael.J.Pfeiffer@cbp.dhs.gov.

3

Facility Updates
3. Are there any updates on O’Hare Terminal 5 renovations?
ORD facility renovations are expected to be completed by August 2022. The train to
the terminal is not yet in operation. Buses are operational and available for
transport among the terminals. Terminal 5 may be reached by shuttle bus. Frontier
and Southwest airlines are now departing from Terminal 5.
Policy Changes
4. How have your priorities changed in the past 3 months? Are you reallocating
resources or is there new funding for any new priorities? How are any new priorities
changing your structure?
CBP priorities have not changed. However, funding for its priorities has decreased
due to the decrease in fees received from airline ticket sales and cross border travel.
5. Are there any updates you would like to share on the implementation of the Air Exit
biometric program or other technology rollouts at our local ports?
CBP is continuing to move forward with the Air Exit biometric program, and is
proactively encouraging airlines to participate. Airline participation in the program
is voluntary at present, and receptivity to the program has been mixed. The Chicago
Department of Aviation (CDA) has been very supportive.
Airport COVID Screening Protocols:
6. When we last met CBP reported that travelers who report suspected COVID
symptoms or who CBP notices to be ill are referred to a designated area for CDC
health screening located in the area past the luggage carousels before leaving the
area. Does this continue to be the current practice? Have any enhancements been
introduced?
Yes, this continues to be the current practice. Airlines are responsible for COVID test
verification prior to boarding.
7. Does CBP provide arriving travelers with any information regarding current Illinois or
Chicago quarantine requirements?
No, CBP is not involved in relaying this information. This is a preboarding matter
between CDC and the airlines. If the CDA (Chicago Department of Aviation) or the FIS
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(Federal Inspection Service) wish to become involved with such notification in
future, then the matter would be taken up by such agencies at that time.
LPRs Issues
8. Our members are hearing from clients who are LPRs currently outside the U.S. who
are either in countries where they cannot leave (i.e., flights do not exist, or the
government has instituted travel restrictions) or have made personal decisions that
it is not safe for them to travel at this time. This is likely to increase the number of
residents returning after unexpectedly long absences. Are you seeing an increase in
such cases and is COVID-19 the most common reason given by such returning
residents in recent cases?
Chicago CBP has not seen an increase in LPRs returning from abroad after absences
of one year or more. Many of those LPRs that have recently returned after lengthy
absences have cited the COVID-19 pandemic as the reason for their extended stay
abroad. These cases are reviewed on a case-by-case basis for admissibility.
We understand that these admissions are handled on a case-by-case basis. In trying to
understand how best to prepare our clients, we ask the following two questions
regarding probability:
9. In the case of LPRs returning from absences of 6 months or more but less than 1
year, are these typically handled at primary inspection?
These cases are reviewed on a case-by-case basis for admissibility at either primary
or secondary inspection.
As a change in local CBP policy and procedure, the presentation and processing of a
Form I-407 (Record of Abandonment of Lawful Permanent Resident Status) will now
require review by a second-line CBP supervisor.
10. If an LPR is returning from a trip of 1 year or more, should they expect to go to
secondary inspection. Or, if they present clear documentation of their delay due to
COVID-related travel and/or health issues, is such an admission able to be
completed at primary inspection?
Yes, an LPR who has been abroad for more than a year will be referred to the
Secondary Inspection Unit as a matter of course.
11. Are you able to assist with boarding a passenger that the airline has decided not to
board based on a 1-year or more absence?
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The airlines decide who is allowed to board. Airlines may consult with CBP abroad
(e.g. Immigration Advisory Program – IAP) or the Regional Liaison Carrier Group
(RLCG), but this is not a matter for local CBP Chicago.
Presidential Proclamations and National Interest Exceptions
We have received feedback from quite a few of our members that CBP Chicago has been
very responsive to National Interest Exception (NIE) requests. We would like to thank
CBP for your willingness to work with our members in this area. This is such a stressful
time for our traveling clients and your openness as a partner has helped tremendously.
As you can imagine, our members continue to be bombarded with questions regarding
NIEs.
12. How is NIE processing going generally? Can you provide some light as to the volume
of requests that you are receiving and percentages of approval, i.e., can you relay
the approximate number of NIE applications submitted to the Chicago Port of Entry
from our last liaison meeting in early August to present? How many of those have
been granted?
Chicago has seen an abnormally high number of requests compared to those
submitted to other Ports of Entry (328 in the United States). CBP would like to see
requesters following the guidance provided in early January 2021 and submit proof
that an NIE was first filed with a U.S. Consulate abroad and that this request remains
pending after reasonable follow-up. See guidance CBP January 2021 guidance below:
Effective Friday, January 1, 2021, all Presidential Proclamation 9984 (China), 9992 (Iran), 9993
(Schengen countries), 9994 (Ireland and U.K.), and 9994 (Brazil) waiver requests must first be
submitted through a Department of State (DOS) Consulate for consideration. All waiver
requests then sent to CBP must include proof that a travel proclamation waiver request has
been submitted to DOS and a 14-day period has passed. This requirement applies to both
travelers with nonimmigrant/immigrant visas and individuals who intend to travel under the Visa
Waiver Program (VWP/ESTA). The only exceptions for this 14-day requirement are true
emergencies or urgent humanitarian issues.
In order to be considered by CBP, waiver requests must meet the following criteria:
1) Applicant must be subject to one of the following Presidential Proclamations –
• 9984 – travel from China
• 9992 – travel from Iran
• 9993 – travel from Schengen countries
• 9994 – travel from Ireland and U.K.
• 9994 – travel from Brazil
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2) Applicant must already possess valid entry documents (unexpired passport,
nonimmigrant/immigrant visa, ESTA approval, etc.).
3) Applicants traveling with a nonimmigrant visa or ESTA approval must include proof that
a travel proclamation waiver request has been submitted to DOS and a 14-day period has
passed.
• If you have received no response from DOS after 14 days from the date of your
request, you may submit your request to the Chicago Field Office with the proper
documentation. You must show proof you have attempted to follow up with DOS
after your initial request.
• Emergencies or urgent humanitarian issues may still be submitted directly to the
Chicago Field Office with proper documentation.
All requests (with entry at either ORD or MDW) directed to CBP should still be routed to
Supervisory CBP Officer Michael Lambermont and must include:
1) The subject line must state “212(f) Waiver Request / (Name of Traveler)”
2) Statement explaining why the applicant’s entry into the United States falls under any of
the below exceptions included in the Presidential Proclamations –
• The alien is an infant, a young child who falls under the Proclamation, but
traveling with individuals who are not subject to the Proclamation.
o Failure to issue a waiver would render the child an unaccompanied minor.
• An individual needing urgent medical care.
• The alien seeks to enter the United States to visit or reside with a close family
member and the denial of entry of the alien, would cause the alien, undue
hardship;
o The US family member is other than one identified in Sec. 2(ii)-(v) a U.S.
citizen, LPR, an alien lawfully admitted on a valid nonimmigrant visa.
• The alien seeks to enter the United States for significant business or professional
obligations and the denial of entry would impair those obligations.
• Where other important national interests justify waiving the Proclamation and the
alien does not pose a significant risk of introducing, transmitting, or spreading the
2019 novel coronavirus.
3) Scanned copy of the biographic page(s) of all persons for whom the request is being
made.
4) Scanned copy of any nonimmigrant/immigrant visas that the individual(s) may possess or
ESTA approval.
5) Any supporting documentation such as an invitation letter explaining why the applicant’s
presence in the United States is “essential,” petitions, certificates, etc.
6) Airline reservations showing an arrival at an airport within the Chicago Field Office area
of responsibility (Chicago O’Hare International Airport or Chicago Midway International
Airport).
• Requests must be sent to SCBPO Lambermont no later than 4 business days prior
to travel.
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The attached email template is to be used for all requests. Once a travel proclamation waiver
has been submitted, you will receive an acknowledgement receipt. A follow-up email will be
sent to the requestor with either an approval or denial disposition, as well as a reference
number. It is the sole responsibility of the requestor to provide all of the information needed for
the traveler, including but not limited to: biographical information, document information, and
travel itinerary. Omission of any information may result in the delay of processing your
request.”
In cases of emergency or urgent humanitarian issues, the NIE may be provided
directly to CBP Chicago. These requests must be true emergencies to qualify for
consideration. Personal tourism, for example, is not an emergency. Additionally,
documentation submitted should demonstrate that the individual is truly needed
overseas and that such travel and re-entry is in the national interest. CBP
recommends the NIE request be submitted before the individual departs from the
U.S. on the emergent travel. Once a foreign national departs from the United
States, any subsequent requests submitted while abroad will fall within the
jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of State rather than CBP.
13. We understand that these are adjudicated on a case-by-case basis. Are there any
best practices that you can suggest? What are the key attributes of successful NIE
applications?
The template provided to AILA Chicago Chapter members in January 2021 is the
preferred approach for these requests. Successful requests will reflect the true need
for foreign travel and re-entry.
CBP responded that there is a national policy on CBP adjudication of NIEs. The
current Port Director in Chicago helped create it when he was at Headquarters.
However, it is still open to some interpretation at the port level, and that is why we
may see differences in how ports adjudicate NIEs.
14. From the time an NIE is submitted to CBP, how long should we allow before
following up?
Please allow a couple of days after submitting the NIE request before following up.
15. When DOS issues an NIE, what does CBP see in the system? For example, is the NIE
specific to a one of the Presidential Proclamations? Is there typically a specific
timeline noted?
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On the Department of State side, the Consulates determine NIE validity in terms of
Presidential Proclamation and timeframe. CBP has noticed inconsistency in how
Consulates issue NIEs. However, CBP will follow what the DOS puts in the system.
16. When a nonimmigrant traveler (e.g., O-1) who has been granted an NIE by CBP or an
Embassy/Consulate arrives at O’Hare, we understand that they must go through
secondary inspection. Is that understanding correct? If so, is the secondary
inspection review a relatively quick process (i.e., generally speaking is it more akin to
review of someone arriving on an Advance Parole rather than someone with a
substantive admissibility issue)?
An NIE does not necessarily require the foreign national to be referred to the
Secondary Inspection Unit. Flight loads are only at 50% capacity compared to prepandemic travel. As a result of lower passenger volume, CBP frontline offices can
often process individuals arriving with NIE annotations at primary inspection.
17. In May 2020, DHS issued an order exempting certain foreign professional athletes
who compete in professional sporting events organized by certain leagues from
Presidential Proclamations 9984, 9992, 9993, and 9996. The order also exempts
their support staff and coaches. How does this order work procedurally? Do
members need to reach out to CBP to notify the agency regarding foreign
professional athlete travel so CBP can make an indication in the system? Or can we
assume that if the visa is sponsored by a professional sports team, this order is
automatically in place? Is the answer different for support staff verses actual
players?
The Presidential Proclamation exemption for athletes provides blanket authority,
and the eligible passengers are being identified readily and entering without issues.
CBP officers are aware of exemptions for categories of individuals. Issues only arise
when non-qualifying individuals, who are not athletes or related staff, seek to arrive
under the exemption.
RCLG – Passenger Liaison:
18. In the current COVID environment, travelers are subject to a variety of travel bans
and restrictions as well as national interest exceptions to those restrictions. The
ability to travel to the U.S. often hinges on communications between CBP and the
carriers through the Regional Carrier Liaison Group (RCLG). The public (and their
attorneys) are not able to communicate directly with the RCLG. Would the Chicago
Port of Entry consider designating an individual (e.g., someone in Passenger
Relations) or dedicated email address to help facilitate passenger liaison with the
RCLG with respect to international flights terminating at the Chicago Port of Entry?
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When foreign nationals are overseas, they are beyond the reach of CBP Chicago.
There is no designated RCLG person in Chicago. There are three RCLG offices, none
of which are in the Chicago area. Airlines contact the designated RCLG for any
incidents, rather than contacting local CBP. CBP does not work with RCLG directly.
If airlines are not boarding passengers, alert CBP Headquarters to have RCLG reach
out to them
F-1s:
19. At our last meeting, CBP confirmed that new F-1 students could prove that their
course of study was not entirely online by providing their Forms I-20 and, in some
cases, a letter from their DSO. CBP also confirmed that this information was often
documented in the SEVIS system. Is there any change to CBP’s policy on required
documentation for new F-1 students?
There has been no change to this policy or procedure. CBP is accepting electronic
forms. A Form I-515A (Notice to Student or Exchange Visitor) is issued if the student
does not have a Form I-20 in hand at inspection. The student can obtain the I-20 and
present it within 30 days of entry. The student is required to obtain a new I-20 from
his/her DSO and submit the same it to CBP HQ in Washington DC.
20. Our members have received reports from a number of F-1 students who left the U.S.
in March 2020 without an updated travel authorization signature on their I-20
documents, due to the rush to go home because of the COVID-19 outbreak. What
procedure should F-1 students follow in this circumstance?
Student should contact their Designated School Official and obtain an electronic
form I-20 with a DSO signature.
Private Planes – Passenger Arrivals:
21. Private planes arrive regularly into the U.S. from all over the world. We understand
that pilots of all private aircraft arriving to or departing the United States from a
foreign port or place are required to submit Advance Passenger Information System
(e-APIS) manifest information electronically to CBP for each individual traveling
aboard the aircraft. APIS regulations also require that electronic notices of arrival
and departure and electronic manifests relative to travelers be submitted to CBP
within specific timeframes. These specific CBP regulations for reporting are called
the Advance Information on Private Aircraft Arriving and Departing the United
States. The manifest that the pilot must submit within the designated timeframe
(no later than 60 minutes prior to departure for flights arriving in or departing from
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the United States) must provide passenger information including DHS approved
travel documents. See 19 CFR § 122.22.
A. Do private planes land at Chicago O’Hare International and/or Midway
International?
Private planes arrive at both ORD and Midway. These entries require foreign
nationals to have a boarding foil, also called a “visa stamp.” CBP will process the
passengers arriving via private plane. The pilot is responsible to ensure that
passengers have properly issued visas before permitting them to board the
plane.
B. What is the definition of a DHS approved travel document for a foreign national
arriving on a private plane?
See above.
C. Can a foreign national who is a citizen of a Visa Waiver country with ESTA
clearance use their valid foreign passport with ESTA clearance to enter the U.S. on
a private plane landing at O’Hare International, Midway International or any other
airport in the U.S. or is a visa required when traveling via private plane?
A foreign national cannot use the VWP to enter the United States when entering
by private plane. An individual must have a valid and unexpired visa stamp in
his/her passport to enter the United States by private plane. If the flight is
operated as a charter, may be able to use the VWP. If passengers do not have the
required visa, they can apply for a document waiver (Form I-193).
Pilots are aware of these rules and CBP has observed compliance with these
requirements.
Admission of “Follow-to-Join” Asylees
22. In the past, when “follow-to-join” asylees (derivatives of asylees who enter after the
principal family member is granted asylum in the United States) entered the United
States with their boarding foils, CBP would admit them as asylees and give them hard
copy I-94s as proof of their indefinite asylee status. CBP I-94 correction recently
informed one of our members that hard copy I-94s are no longer issued, including to
asylees. Is this correct? When did this procedure change?
Follow-to-join asylees would are processed in the Secondary Inspection Unit and
issued hard copy, paper I-94s. Refugees are not provided paper I-94s.
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After meeting comments:
Anything CBP wants us to know?
23. There are two COVID testing sites at O’Hare. One is in the Bus Shuttle Center (walkup, pre-security site adjacent the terminal core). The other is in Lot H (drive-up site
in a remote parking lot). Hours are 6 am to 6 pm, seven days a week. Only the rapid
antigen testing is provided at these sites. The cost of the test is $120.
There is also a COVID-19 Testing Site at Midway. It is a walk-up, pre-security site in
the Terminal Parking Garage. It is also a rapid antigen test and also has a cost of
$120.
24. There have been sixteen COVID-related deaths of CBP Officers nationwide from
March 2020 to present.
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We want company!!
As the city is re-opening,
it is time to think of office space.
Susan Fortino-Brown and Steve Navarre Law are
seeking to sub-lease two connected offices with a
combined 541 square feet.
Rent includes reception, phone, internet, furniture,
large sunny windows, and a really fun office
environment.
Depending on configuration, the combined space can
fit 3 to 5 people comfortably.
You have got to see this fabulous space!
Contact:
Susan Fortino-Brown at 312-341-9009
or
Steve Navarre at steve@navarrelaw.com

